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Abstract In order to better understand the interactions between plutonic activity and strain localization
during metamorphic core complex formation, the Miocene granodioritic pluton of Serifos (Cyclades, Greece)
is studied. This pluton (11.6–9.5Ma) intruded the Cycladic Blueschists during thinning of the Aegean domain
along a system of low-angle normal faults belonging to the south dipping West Cycladic Detachment System
(WCDS). Based on structural ﬁeldwork, together with microstructural observations and anisotropy of magnetic
susceptibility, we recognize a continuum of deformation from magmatic to brittle conditions within the
magmatic body. This succession of deformation events is kinematically compatible with the development of
the WCDS. The architecture of the pluton shows a marked asymmetry resulting from its interaction with the
detachments. We propose a tectonic scenario for the emplacement of Serifos pluton and its subsequent cooling
during the Aegean extension: (1) A ﬁrst stage corresponds to the metamorphic core complex initiation and
associated southwestward shearing along the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. (2) In the second stage, the Serifos
pluton has intruded the dome at shallow crustal level, piercing through the ductile/brittle Meghàlo Livadhi
detachment. Southwest directed extensional deformation was contemporaneously transferred upward in the
crust along the more localized Kàvos Kiklopas detachment. (3) The third stage was marked by synmagmatic
extensional deformation and strain localization at the contact between the pluton and the host rocks resulting
in nucleation of narrow shear zones, which (4) continued to develop after the pluton solidiﬁcation.
1. Introduction
Over the past 30 years, intense research has been devoted to interrelations of plutonic activity and shear zone
formation in various tectonic settings, from extensional [Baldwin et al., 1993; Neves et al., 1996; Turrillot et al.,
2011], transtensional [Hutton, 1982], to transpressional [McCaffrey, 1992]. Within deforming continental
regions, especially regions where metamorphic core complexes (MCCs) developed, plutonism interacts
with processes of strain localization in the crust, and shear zone nucleation and its subsequent
development are often coeval with magma crystallization. Precise ﬁeldworks and thermochronological
studies have conﬁrmed the spatiotemporal relationship between MCC formation and plutonic activity
as documented in the Basin and Range Province [e.g., Crittenden et al., 1980; Wernicke et al., 1987;
Foster et al., 2001; Davis et al., 1993], the Mediterranean Region [e.g., Daniel and Jolivet, 1995; Jolivet
et al., 1998; Acocella and Rossetti, 2002; Smith et al., 2011], and more recently in East Asia [Charles
et al., 2011]. Correlations, in a broad sense, have been particularly documented in the Cycladic islands
in the Aegean Sea [Faure et al., 1991; Lee and Lister, 1992; Koukouvelas and Kokkalas, 2003; Kumerics
et al., 2005; Brichau et al., 2007; Tschegg and Grasemann, 2009; Denèle et al., 2011; Kokkalas and Aydin,
2013; Laurent et al., 2015].
Different causes were inferred to explain these spatial and temporal interactions. It was often suggested that
shear zones can create space for magma ascent, while the site of pluton emplacement is controlled by
preexisting or active shear zones [e.g., D’Lemos et al., 1992; Tikoff and Teyssier, 1992; Brown, 1994;
Vigneresse, 1995]. An alternative view is that partially crystallized magmatic bodies represent rheologically
weak heterogeneities in the crust that may trigger strain localization and shear zone nucleation [e.g., Lister
and Baldwin, 1993; Davidson et al., 1994; Tommasi et al., 1994]. At the scale of a single magmatic body,
how pluton interacts with extensional shear zones is still an open question.
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To better understand the feedback relationships between processes of shear localization and pluton
emplacement that operate during MCC formation, it is necessary to document areas where development
of crustal-scale shear zones, metamorphism, and plutonism are shown to be synchronous. The Miocene
granodioritic pluton of Serifos [Altherr et al., 1982; Iglseder et al., 2009; Brichau et al., 2010], in the Cyclades
(Greece), offers an example of an intrusion contemporaneous with the activity of a detachment system,
namely, the West Cycladic Detachment System (WCDS) [Iglseder et al., 2011; Grasemann et al., 2012]. On
the basis of a structural ﬁeldwork, together with microstructural and anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
(AMS) data, we describe a strongly asymmetric structure at the pluton scale and a progressive evolution
from magmatic to brittle deformation within the magmatic body, kinematically consistent with the dome
development and associated detachments. We evaluate (1) the geometrical relationships between the
Serifos pluton, host rocks, and large-scale detachments and build an original cross section; (2) the
distribution of kinematic indicators inside and outside the pluton; and (3) the distribution and evolution of
deformation within the pluton during its cooling. This approach leads us to propose a new model of
pluton emplacement during crustal extension in interaction with extensional shear zones.
Figure 1. (a) Tectonic map of the Aegean region showing the main structures, the North Cycladic Detachment System
(NCDS), the West Cycladic Detachment System (WCDS), and the location of Serifos Island. (b) Geological map of the studied
area (modiﬁed after Salemink [1985], Grasemann and Petrakakis [2007], and Petrakakis et al. [2007]) and location of the AMS
sites. Coordinates on map are given in UTM zone 35°N, WGS 1984.
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2. Geological and Geodynamic Setting
2.1. Geology and Geodynamic Evolution of the Aegean Region
The convergence between Africa and the Aegean region is accommodated in the Hellenic subduction zone
where the Mediterranean Ridge accretionary complex has developed. Back-arc active extension is restricted
to the periphery of the Aegean domain with two regions of fast N-S extension, the Corinth rift and the
western part of Turkey [Eyidoğan and Jackson, 1985; Armijo et al., 1996; Hatzfeld et al., 2000; Bozkurt and
Sözbilir, 2004; Rohais et al., 2007; Aktug et al., 2009; Le Pichon and Kreemer, 2010]. Slower E-W extension is
recorded in the Hellenic arc, southern Peloponnese, and Crete [Armijo et al., 1992; Jackson, 1994; Goldsworthy
et al., 2002]. In addition to this extension, GPS measurements also record a rigid body motion of the
Anatolian Plate, guided by the North Anatolian Fault, which has propagated since 5Ma from the Marmara
Sea to the Aegean Sea [Armijo et al., 1999; McClusky et al., 2000; Reilinger et al., 2010; Pérouse et al., 2012].
The current deformation pattern reworks a protracted tectonic history of crustal thickening followed by
extensional collapse in the back-arc region of the north dipping Hellenic subduction (see syntheses by
Jolivet and Brun [2010] and Jolivet et al. [2013], and references therein). The Cycladic archipelago (i.e., the
Cyclades, thereafter), in the central part of the Aegean Sea (Figure 1a), forms one of the most deeply
exhumed parts of the Hellenic belt. Classically, three main units are distinguished in the Cyclades
[Bonneau, 1984; Jolivet et al., 2004; van Hinsbergen et al., 2005]. From structurally lowest to highest, these
units are the following: (1) The Cycladic Basement Unit (CBU) crops out on several Cycladic islands (Naxos,
Paros, Ios, Sikinos, and Serifos) [Andriessen et al., 1987; Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007; Huet et al., 2009]. It
consists of medium to high-grade rocks (paragneiss and orthogneiss) equilibrated in the amphibolite
facies conditions of Variscan or even pre-Variscan age [Henjes-Kunst and Kreuzer, 1982; Andriessen et al.,
1987; Keay and Lister, 2002]. (2) The Cycladic Blueschists, a metasedimentary unit predominantly made up
of metapelites and marbles with locally intercalated metabasic rocks. While these rocks preserve a
conspicuous high-pressure (HP) imprint (i.e., eclogites and blueschists), the overlying (3) Upper Cycladic
Unit comprises a continental basement (amphibolites, gneisses) that preserves Late Cretaceous HT
metamorphic age, topped by ophiolitic material (i.e., serpentinites, gabbros, and basalts) that obducted in
the Late Jurassic [Maluski et al., 1987; Katzir et al., 1996].
Twomajor tectonometamorphic episodes have been recognized in the Cyclades corresponding to two clusters
of metamorphic ages [Altherr et al., 1979, 1982; Wijbrans and McDougall, 1988; Bröcker et al., 1993; Ring et al.,
2010]. A ﬁrst Eocene episode of crustal thickening was followed by an Oligo-Miocene postorogenic
extension driven by the southward retreat of the African slab from approximately 35Ma to the present
according to Jolivet and Faccenna [2000] and Jolivet and Brun [2010] or slightly younger (23–19Ma) following
Ring et al. [2010]. An earlier extension is also recognized farther north in the Rhodope Massif since 45Ma
[Brun and Sokoutis, 2010].
The ﬁrst episode is associated with high-pressure–low-temperature (HP-LT) metamorphism under eclogite
and blueschist facies conditions [e.g., Trotet et al., 2001a, 2001b; Groppo et al., 2009; Augier et al., 2014]. It is
largely documented in the Cycladic Blueschists but poorly recorded in the CBU. Radiometric ages range
from 70 to 35Ma [Altherr et al., 1979; Maluski et al., 1987; Wijbrans et al., 1990; Bröcker and Enders, 1999],
but most of them cluster between 50 and 40Ma, in the middle Eocene. This HP-LT episode has been linked
to the burial and the exhumation in the Hellenic subduction zone of the Cycladic Blueschists and the CBU.
The second extensional episode is related to low-pressure–high-temperature (LP-HT) gradient that affected
the two lower Cycladic units. During thinning of the Aegean domain, the Eocene nappe stack was disrupted
and MCCs were exhumed below crustal-scale detachments [Lister et al., 1984; Gautier and Brun, 1994a, 1994b;
Jolivet et al., 1994; Gautier et al., 1999]. Extension along the north dipping North Cycladic Detachment System
(NCDS) [Jolivet et al., 2010; Lecomte et al., 2010] and the south dipping West Cycladic Detachment System
(WCDS) [Iglseder et al., 2011; Grasemann et al., 2012] has led to the exhumation of the northern and
western parts of the Cyclades, respectively (Figure 1a). While extension and exhumation were
accommodated by detachment systems, I-type granitoids intruded the Aegean crust over few million
years (17–9Ma) [e.g., Altherr et al., 1982; Keay et al., 2001; Bolhar et al., 2010]. The Cycladic granitoids crop
out on Tinos, Mykonos-Delos, Naxos, Ikaria, as well as on Serifos Island [e.g., Altherr et al., 1982, 1988; Lee
and Lister, 1992]. They were temporally and spatially emplaced in close interaction with Miocene
metamorphic domes and associated crustal-scale detachments [Faure et al., 1991; Lister and Baldwin, 1993;
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Koukouvelas and Kokkalas, 2003; Brichau et al., 2007, 2008, 2010; Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007; Denèle et al.,
2011; Laurent et al., 2015].
2.2. Geology of Serifos Island
Architecture of Serifos Island is described as a MCC [Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007; Grasemann et al., 2012]
intruded by an I-type granodiorite that was emplaced above the brittle-ductile transition zone [Marinos,
1951; Altherr and Siebel, 2002; Iglseder et al., 2009; Stouraiti et al., 2010]. Two main petrographic facies have
been recognized within the kilometer-scale Serifos granodiorite (Figure 1b). The inner facies is described as a
ﬁne-grained and equigranular, nonfoliated granodiorite, while the border facies is foliated, coarse-grained,
and locally contains enclaves [Salemink, 1985]. Geobarometry using the total aluminum content of
amphiboles from the Serifos pluton suggests emplacement and cooling at shallow crustal levels, around
8–12 km [Stouraiti and Mitropoulos, 1999; St. Seymour et al., 2009]. Emplacement age of the main pluton
and the associated dikes span over 2Ma between 11.6 ± 0.1Ma and 9.5 ± 0.1Ma (U/Pb zircon ages
[Iglseder et al., 2009]). Cooling ages (K-Ar hornblende age of 9.5 ± 0.3Ma and K-Ar and Rb-Sr biotite ages
of 8.6 ± 0.2Ma) indicate a rather fast cooling after emplacement [Altherr et al., 1982]. Additionally,
Iglseder et al. [2009] reported Rb-Sr biotite ages between 8.5Ma and 7.7Ma. Furthermore, both zircon
and apatite (U-Th)/He ages from the Serifos granodiorite and its host rocks plot between 8Ma and 5Ma
[Altherr et al., 1982; Hejl et al., 2002; Grasemann et al., 2012], indicating a common cooling history within
the brittle crust. Brichau et al. [2010] reported slightly older apatite and zircon ﬁssion track ages ranging
from 13Ma to 6Ma.
The late Miocene Serifos pluton has intruded into a sequence of metamorphic rocks that can be subdivided in
three distinct units (Figure 1b). From bottom to top of the tectonic stack, Grasemann and Petrakakis [2007]
described (1) gneisses and dolomite-calcite marble mylonites of the CBU; metabasite intercalations within
gneisses are also identiﬁed by Salemink [1985]; (2) amphibolites intercalated with gneisses, as well as
greenschists intercalated with marbles belonging to the Cycladic Blueschists; and (3) marbles dominated
cataclastic lithologies, metabasites, and serpentinites of the Upper Cycladic Unit. These units are separated
by two branches of low-angle normal faults belonging to the WCDS [Grasemann et al., 2012]. They show
similar NE-SW oriented stretching lineation with top-to-the-SW shear sense [Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007;
Petrakakis et al., 2007; Grasemann et al., 2012]. The lower detachment, called Meghàlo Livadhi detachment
hereafter, separates the CBU from the Cycladic Blueschists, while the upper one, named Kàvos Kiklopas
detachment hereafter, separates the Cycladic Blueschists from the Upper Cycladic Unit. On the basis of
thermochronological data, cooling ages obtained on both the Cycladic Blueschists and the CBU range from
15 to 6Ma (Rb/Sr muscovite ages [Iglseder et al., 2009], 40Ar/39Ar ages on muscovite [Grasemann et al., 2012],
and zircon and apatite (U-Th)/He ages [Brichau et al., 2010]). Besides, approximately 15–11Ma ages are
ascribed to mylonitization over the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. Along its western margin, the magmatic
body pierces the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. Furthermore, the eastern margin of the granodiorite is
deformed by an additional detachment (Aghios Sostis detachment hereafter) that shows an evolution from
ductile to brittle conditions during cooling and exhumation [Tschegg and Grasemann, 2009].
While the stretching lineation trends NE-SW with a clear top-to-the-southwest sense of shear along the two
detachments, a well-preserved E-W to ENE-WSW oriented stretching lineation with top-to-the west shear
sense can be found throughout the CBU and the Cycladic Blueschists. Previous 40Ar/39Ar analyses on white
micas of the Cycladic Blueschists preserve ages of 38–35Ma [Schneider et al., 2011], suggesting that the
E-W to ENE-WSW trending lineations were the result of an earlier phase of deformation within the western
Cyclades, predating the NE-SW directed extension [Grasemann et al., 2012].
3. Large-Scale Structures in Metamorphic Host Rocks
3.1. Meghàlo Livadhi Detachment
3.1.1. Southwestern Part of Serifos Island
Meghàlo Livadhi Bay marks the location of the lowermost low-angle normal fault that separates the CBU and
the Cycladic Blueschists (Figures 2a, 3a, and 3b). The west dipping detachment evolved from ductile to brittle
conditions. At deeper structural levels, dolomite-calcite mylonitic marbles and gneisses belonging to the CBU
display an E-W to ENE-WSW trending stretching lineation with consistent top-to-the-W kinematic indicators
such as sigma and delta feldspar porphyroclasts [Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007; Grasemann et al., 2012].
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About 30m below the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment, a conspicuous top-to-the-SW shearing overprints the
earlier top-to-the-W ductile deformation. An overall southwestward and upward strain gradient can be
observed, suggesting the presence of a SW directed crustal-scale shear zone as described by Grasemann
and Petrakakis [2007] and Grasemann and Tschegg [2012]. Quartzites intercalated with dolomite-calcite
marble mylonites show an intense boudinage developed under a southwest directed shearing (see 3-D
block diagrams in Figures 2b and 2c), revealed by asymmetric shapes of boudins evolving from antithetic
domino-type to synthetic shear band boudinage, and ultimately complete dismembering (classiﬁcation
and terminology after Goscombe et al. [2004]). The earlier W to WSW oriented mylonitic lineation can still
be recognized directly on the foliation surface of boudins [Grasemann and Tschegg, 2012]. The boudinage
of quartzite layers is often associated with reaction rims and the growth of talc-tremolite and calcite. These
reaction rims thicken in the vicinity of the detachment [Grasemann and Tschegg, 2012], suggesting ﬂuid
circulations. This hydrothermal activity is also recognized by Fe-Ba LT massive and veins deposits, within or
perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation.
Toward Cape Psari Myti (4112049°N, 274095°E; the GPS coordinates are given in universal time meridian
(UTM) zone 35°N, World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984) and Cape Platini (4111487°N, 274363°E), the CBU
crops out; it consists of gneisses with mylonitic marble intercalations and metabasites dipping gently to
the SW. A clear stretching lineation trends southwestward with macroscale evidence for top-to-the-SW
sense of shear. Sheath folds with NE-SW axes are preserved within mylonitic marbles (Figure 3c).
Metabasites with gneissic intercalations retrogressed under greenschist conditions reveal grains of biotite
with ﬁsh-like geometries suggesting a consistent top-to-the-SW sense of shear.
The hanging wall of the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment, consisting of amphibolites, shows an extensional
deformation that is recognized as a thick zone of cataclastic deformation and high-angle normal faults,
indicating a NE-SW direction of extension (Figure 3d), consistent with shearing of the footwall. Cataclastic
amphibolites belonging to the Cycladic Blueschists have also been affected by an intense ﬂuid circulation
Figure 2. (a) Structural cross section of the southwestern part of Serifos Island oriented parallel to the stretching direction
(A-B, location in the map inset at upper left). This cross section shows the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment and the Kàvos
Kiklopas detachment that separate the Cycladic Basement Unit from the Cycladic Blueschists and the Cycladic Blueschists
from the Upper Cycladic Unit, respectively. They display similar NE-SW oriented stretching lineation and SW directed shear
sense. Extensional shearing is associated with Ca-Fe-Mg MT skarns that involve hydrothermal circulation of ﬂuids during
intrusion and cooling of the granodiorite. (b–e) The 3-D block diagrams illustrating ﬁeld structures related to the stable
top-to-the-SW shearing below each detachment (see text for further explanations).
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evidenced by 30m thick zone of breccia-hosted ore deposits composed mainly of hedenbergite, ilvaite,
calcite, and quartz (Figures 3a and 3b). These Ca-Fe-Mg MT-exoskarns correspond to a regional level
associated to the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. Interestingly, several maﬁc and granodioritic sills crop out
throughout the southwestern part of Serifos Island (Figure 3a), especially in the hanging wall of the
Meghàlo Livadhi detachment.
3.1.2. Kéntarchos and Panagia Areas
The basal amphibolites-gneisses sequence belonging to the Cycladic Blueschists locally recorded a
continuum of deformation from ductile to brittle conditions (Figure 4a). Succession of deformation events
was kinematically compatible with the development of the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. Near Kéntarchos
village (4118317°N, 279447°E), one can indeed recognize intense folding deﬁned by NW-SE fold axes
Figure 3. Photographs related to the lowermost Meghàlo Livadhi detachment in southwestern Serifos (locations in the
map inset at lower left). (a) View of the west dipping detachment that separates greenschists and amphibolites in the
hanging wall from marble mylonites in the footwall. Amphibolites have been affected by ﬂuid circulation evidenced by
30m thick zone of Ca-Fe-Mg MT skarns. Maﬁc and granodioritic sills outcrop in the hanging wall of the Meghàlo Livadhi
detachment. (b) View of the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment plane. (c) Sheath folds with NE-SW axe within mylonitic marbles
near Cape Psari Myti. (d) Cataclastic deformation and high-angle normal faults indicating a NE-SW direction of extension.
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(Figure 4b), overprinted by gently NE dipping ductile/brittle shear zones. Kinematic indicators indicate a top-
to-the-SW shear sense. Continuum of deformation ﬁnally evolved to a brittle regime evidenced by a system
of conjugate high-angle normal faults, consistent with NE-SW oriented extension.
At deeper structural level, toward the contact with the pluton (Panagia area, 4117548°N, 277015°E), well-
preserved ductile deformation has been observed. Gneissic intercalations with amphibolites were
intensely deformed with a coaxial component. Mylonitic foliation dips gently northward and carries a
NE-SW stretching lineation. Meter-scale shear bands reveal a top-to-the-SW sense of shear (Figure 4c).
3.2. Kàvos Kiklopas Detachment
3.2.1. Southwestern Part of Serifos Island
The uppermost branch of the low-angle normal fault system crops out around Kàvos Kiklopas Peninsula
(Figures 1b and 2a). The Kàvos Kiklopas detachment dips 10° westward and separates marbles and
micaschists in the footwall from cataclastic ankeritized micaschists in the hanging wall (Figure 5a). A few
meter thick mylonitized marbles belonging to the Cycladic Blueschists crop out directly below the low-
angle normal fault and record an intense top-to-the-SW shearing, consistent with the kinematics of
Meghàlo Livadhi detachment (see 3-D block diagrams in Figures 2d and 2e). The greenschists alternating
with ultramylonitic marbles were folded, boudinaged, and truncated into isolated fragments (Figure 5b
and 3-D block diagram in Figure 2e). Brittle fracturing, only observed in the greenschists, provides
evidence of rheological contrast between micaschists and alternating marbles, which are more ductile.
Metapelites with marble intercalations occur structurally below the ultramylonitic marbles (Figure 5a).
Metamorphic rocks underwent retrograde metamorphism under greenschist-facies conditions and record
a top-to-the-WSW shear sense as revealed by shear bands. Locally, the footwall was reworked by brittle
high-angle normal faults indicating a late brittle increment of extensional deformation (Figures 5a and 5b).
Extension in the footwall was thereby accommodated by a localized ductile/brittle deformation supported by
few meters thick ultramylonitic marbles associated with top-to-the-SW shear sense, whereas rocks of the
hanging wall accommodated extension along high-angle normal faults. Near the southernmost tip of
Figure 4. Photographs of deformation and associated kinematic indicators in the basal amphibolites-gneisses sequence
belonging to the Cycladic Blueschists (locations in the map inset at lower right). (a) NE-SW deformation events with a
continuum from ductile to brittle conditions. (b) Folding of gneisses deﬁned by NW-SE fold axes. (c) Shear band with a
top-to-the-SW sense of shear.
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Kàvos Kiklopas Peninsula, a decametric thick zone of ultracataclasites and protocataclasites has developed
directly above the detachment (Figure 5c). Brittle deformation affected ankeritized micaschists belonging
to the Upper Cycladic Unit showing a NE-SW extension and a SW directed displacement, compatible with
brittle/ductile deformation in the footwall. The ankeritized micaschists are overlain by altered serpentinites
and talc-schists that dip gently 10°–15°.
3.2.2. Northeastern Part of Serifos Island
The Kàvos Kiklopas detachment between the Cycladic Blueschists and the Upper Cycladic Unit crops out
around Platy Gialos Peninsula in the northeasternmost part of Serifos, showing a well-exposed section of
this brittle-ductile low-angle normal fault dipping 12°–15° northeastward.
The footwall consists mainly of greenschists/calcschists with metaconglomerate intercalations and
ultramylonitic marbles at the top of the unit, similar to the southern outcrops. Approaching the
detachment, the whole sequence records a gradient in shearing as well as a progressive rotation of the
stretching direction. At deeper structural level, carbonate stretched pebbles in a metaconglomerate show a
Figure 5. Photographs of the uppermost Kàvos Kiklopas detachment in southwestern Serifos (locations in the map inset
at lower right). (a) View of the west dipping detachment that separates marbles and micaschists in the footwall from
cataclastic ankeritized schists in the hanging wall. (b) Greenschists with mylonitized marbles just below the Kàvos Kiklopas
detachment. (c) View of the Kàvos Kiklopas detachment. Brittle deformation affects ankeritized micaschists belonging to
the hanging wall (the Upper Cycladic Unit) with NE-SW extension and a southwest directed displacement.
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prolate shape with an E-W long axis, evolving toward a conspicuous ENE-WSW trending lineation and a
subsequent striation toward the brittle detachment plane. Kinematic indicators show a top-to-the-WSW
shear sense (Figure 6a). Directly below the detachment plane, a few meters thick ultramylonitic marbles are
observed (Figures 6b and 6c); they show intense intrafolial folding and a SW-NE oriented stretching lineation.
These ultramylonitic marbles are separated from a thick zone of cataclasites by a low-angle normal fault
(Figures 6b and 6c). Outcrops of the detachment plane show an intense striation parallel to the
stretching lineation in the underlying ultramylonitic marbles (Figure 6c). The detachment plane is overlain by
a centimeter thick of detachment gouge and ultracataclasites of graphitic schists, marbles, and calcschists
(Figure 6b). The whole sequence belonging to the Upper Cycladic Unit records brittle extensional structures
with SW directed displacement, consistent with the brittle-ductile deformation of the ultramylonitic marbles.
Furthermore, both hanging wall and footwall record a component of subhorizontal shortening,
perpendicular to the shearing direction, resulting in box-shaped folding of the penetrative fabric (Figure 6c).
4. Field Observations in the Serifos Granodiorite
4.1. Mesoscopic Fabrics and Field Structures
In order to characterize the mesoscopic fabric pattern of the Serifos granodiorite and the kinematic of its
deformation, we performed a detailed structural ﬁeldwork. Fabric is usually well developed in the
Figure 6. Kàvos Kiklopas detachment in northeastern Serifos (Platy Gialos peninsula; location in the map inset at upper
right). The footwall consists of metapelites with metaconglomerate intercalations and ultramylonitic marbles at the top
of the unit (the Cycladic Blueschists). Thehangingwall consists of calcschists belonging to the Upper Cycladic Unit. (a) Carbonate
stretched pebbles in a metaconglomerate showing a top-to-the-WSW shear sense. (b) Thick zone of cataclasites in the hanging
wall with SW directed displacement. (c) View of the Kàvos Kiklopas detachment plane showing a NE-SW striation parallel to
the stretching lineation in the underlying ultramylonitic marbles.
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Figure 7. Structure and ﬁnite strain maps of the studied area. (a) AMS foliations and mesoscopic foliations. (b) AMS lineations
and mesoscopic lineations.
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southwestern and eastern border facies,
whereas the northern border facies
and the inner facies reveal either
a weak or indiscernible mesoscopic
fabric. Importantly, transitions between
these facies are gradational, and
no sharp contact was observed.
Foliation is deﬁned by the shape-
preferred orientation of biotite ﬂakes.
Orientation of the lineation trajectories
is based on the measurements of
elongation of amphibole grains. Our
own measurements of foliation and
associated lineations are presented in
Figures 7a and 7b.
4.1.1. Southern Margin
The border facies outcropping in the
southern contact of the intrusive
body reveals a strongly prolate fabric.
Even if foliation is difﬁcult to discern
macroscopically, biotite ﬂakes dip
very gently 10°–15° southeastward
and strike NE-SW, roughly parallel to
the pluton margin (Figure 7a). When
amphibole can be distinguished, the
lineation is marked by the direction
of its [c] axis, and it trends southwest-
northeast (Figure 7b). Interestingly, the fabric becomes steeper northward (60° to 85°) with subvertical
lineations, especially in the sector of Chora/Livadhi (Figures 7a and 7b).
4.1.2. Southwestern Margin
In Koutalas-Vaghia Bay (Figures 1b and 7), the border facies exhibits an apparent stronger fabric than the
southern margin of the pluton. As described in the southern margin, the border facies displays an oblate
fabric (Figures 7a and 7b). While foliation is more easily discernible and dips 20°–40° southwestward,
lineation outlined by amphibole grains plunges systematically 20°–30° southwestward. Close to the
contact with host rocks, the border facies was affected by the development of an extensional shear zone
that partially overprinted the earlier SL fabric. Field observations show a widespread consistent NE-SW
direction of stretching. Evidence of ductile deformation and top-to-the-southwest shearing is especially
provided by the development of mica ﬁsh (classiﬁcation and terminology after Lister and Snoke [1984],
ten Grotenhuis et al. [2003], and Mukherjee [2010]) (Figure 8a; 4112280.66°N, 274603.87°E). Furthermore, the
southwestern pluton was affected by a network of ductile/brittle high-angle normal faults showing NE-SW
oriented extension (Figure 8b; 4113557.64°N, 274771.51°E).
4.1.3. Eastern Margin
The apparent strongest deformation was recorded at the eastern margin of the Serifos pluton, toward Aghios
Sostis Peninsula (Figures 1b, 7a, and 7b). This zone corresponds to the development of a SE dipping low-angle
normal fault that separates ultramylonitic granodiorite in the footwall from strongly bleached granodiorite in
the hanging wall, as described by Grasemann and Petrakakis [2007] and Tschegg and Grasemann [2009].
The footwall records a southeastward and upward gradient of shearing, suggesting the presence of a ductile
shear zone. Particularly, mesoscopic observations show a progressive transition from weakly deformed
granodiorite at deeper structural level to an ultramylonitic fabric in the vicinity of the detachment. A
conspicuous stretching lineation trends to the southwest in the whole sequence. SC′ fabric, mica ﬁsh
clasts, and “tiling” of biotite ﬂakes indicate homogeneously a top-to-the-SW sense of shear. Furthermore,
up to decimeter thick synthetic and antithetic shear bands separating ultramylonitic granodiorite from
less strongly deformed granodiorite can be also observed. This anastomosing network of ductile shear
Figure 8. Photographs showing structural observations in the southwestern
margin of Serifos pluton (border facies). (a) Development of mica ﬁsh with
top-to-the-SW shearing (4112280.66°N, 274603.87°E). (b) Ductile/brittle
high-angle normal fault (4113557.64°N, 274771.51°E).
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bands nucleated along brittle precursor joints indicates a top-to-the-SW sense of shear [Tschegg and
Grasemann, 2009].
Structural ﬁeld observations provide a gradual change of foliation directions within structurally deeper
granodiorite. Approaching the detachment, the SL fabric evolves from steeply W dipping foliation to
gently SE dipping foliation, which is consistent with a top-to-the-SW sense of shear. However, at the
deepest structural level, the shape-preferred orientation of biotite deﬁnes a weak foliation steeply dipping
to the SSE, suggesting an S fabric apparently incompatible with the top-to-the SW shear sense. This fabric
could thus correspond to an earlier fabric, partially preserved since shear zone nucleation.
The hanging wall granodiorite above the detachment recorded completely different metamorphic,
structural, and geochemical evolution (for more details, see Tschegg and Grasemann [2009]). This
granodiorite recorded a weak deformation under greenschist facies and was strongly bleached reﬂecting
metasomatic-hydrothermal activity. The Aghios Sostis Peninsula was then crosscut by a NW-SE striking,
high-angle normal fault, indicating ongoing NE-SW oriented extension.
4.2. Enclaves and Synplutonic Dikes
The Serifos granodiorite, especially the border facies, contains abundant enclaves and synplutonic dikes. On
the basis of ﬁeld observations, one can distinguish isolated enclaves, monogenic/polygenic swarms of
enclaves, dike-like monogenic swarms, and undisturbed or partially disaggregated dikes. Isolated enclaves
will not be described in this study.
4.2.1. Swarms of Enclaves
Monogenic swarms are mainly disseminated throughout the southern margin of the Serifos pluton. The term
“swarm” is used to describe areas in the intrusion where enclaves are most abundant and are separated by
the minimal amount of host material. In the ﬁeld, variable sizes of enclaves occur, cropping out from
decimeter size to decameter size. Their shapes display a wide range of morphologies, most frequently
tapered but sometimes angular. Contacts with the host granodiorite are commonly lobate (Figures 9a),
suggesting a relatively low viscosity contrast among the involved magmas [e.g., Sparks and Marshall, 1986;
Vernon et al., 1988; Tobisch et al., 1997; Paterson et al., 2004; Barbarin, 2005]. Moreover, mineral fabric of
enclaves appears systematically subparallel to principal fabric within the granodiorite, trending N20° to
N30° (Figure 9a). At some localities, polygenic swarms of enclaves are exposed. The best representative
example is located at Koutalas-Vaghia Bay, where the footwall of a sill intruding the host mylonitic marble
contains a polygenic swarm (4111848.86°N, 274196.41°E). Enclaves mostly have diffuse contacts and
consist of dioritic enclaves and melanocratic to mesocratic enclaves. They have either ellipsoidal or
random shapes and are often elongated parallel to the NE-SW stretching direction observed in
the granodiorite.
4.2.2. Synplutonic Dikes
Synplutonic dikes have been especially observed at the pluton rim where all the intermediate stages
between undisturbed dikes and dike-like monogenic swarms are found:
The southernmost granodiorite was abundantly intruded by undisturbed maﬁc/felsic dikes, particularly
extensive sets of leucocratic/dioritic dikes crosscutting swarms of enclaves (Figures 9a). Contacts between
these dikes and the enclosing granodiorite remain sharp and straight. Toward Koutalas-Vaghia Bay, where
an extensional shear zone has developed, NW-SE to WNW-ESE trending dioritic/aplitic dikes are sometimes
affected by antithetic top-to-the-SW shearing (Figure 9b; 4113360.04°N, 274884.10°E). On the other hand,
in the northern pluton margin, some dioritic/aplitic dikes crosscut the marginal coarse-grained facies that
follow roughly NW-SE striking brittle high-angle normal faults (Figure 9c).
Dike-like monogenic swarms of enclaves crop out near Vaghia Bay (4112308.43°N, 274586.41°E). This sector
shows swarms that resemble disaggregated maﬁc dikes within partially crystallized host magma. The dike-
like monogenic swarms are a few tens of meters wide with commonly rectilinear borders.
Among synplutonic dikes, some of them have locally ﬁne-grained disaggregated margins where thermal
contrasts between the two magmas appear relatively weak. An outcrop to the east of Rammos village
reﬂects an interesting example of a partially disaggregated synplutonic dike. This NW-SE striking maﬁc
dike, a few meters wide, has intruded vertically the granodioritic host rock (Figure 9d). Its margins show
heterogeneous mingling. Its northeastern margin display lobate contacts with the enclosing host
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Figure 9. Photographs and 3-D block diagram of swarms of enclaves and synplutonic dikes. (a) Example of Monogenic swarm located at the southern rim. Note that
mineral fabrics of enclaves are subparallel to the host granodiorite fabric. Dioritic dikes crosscutting swarm can also be observed. (b) NW-SE striking dioritic dike
affected by an antithetic top-to-the-SW shearing (4113360.04°N, 274884.10°E). (c) Intrusive contact with host rocks at the northeastern part. Note that dioritic/
aplitic dikes have the same orientation as NW-SE striking brittle high-angle normal faults. (d) The 3-D block diagram showing a vertical partially disaggregated
maﬁc dike; its margins are submitted to heterogeneous mingling. (e) Northeastern margin of the partially disaggregated maﬁc dike. (f ) Southwestern margin of
the partially disaggregated maﬁc dike.
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granodiorite (Figure 9e), whereas its southwestern margin is disaggregated in enclaves formed by
synmagmatic mingling (Figure 9f).
4.3. Late Brittle Structures
Structural ﬁeldwork allowed us to identify the geometry of the fault network and associated kinematics.
Measurements of small-scale fault planes and their kinematic indicators were carried out at several sites of
the granodiorite (Figure 10a). At map scale, this study indicates that Serifos granodiorite is predominantly
dominated by sets of WNW-ESE striking conjugate high-angle normal faults. Measured striae indicate a
NE-SW component of extension.
Furthermore, the Serifos granodiorite is crosscut by a network of fractures, previously well documented by
Lambrakis et al. [2000]. At map scale, two sets of fractures can be distinguished (Figure 10a). NW striking
fractures mostly crosscut the northeastern part (Figure 10b), whereas the southwestern part of Serifos
granodiorite is mainly affected by NE-SW and E-W striking fractures (Figure 10c). These two sets of
fractures are spatially divided by a major kilometer-scale length brittle structure which trends NW-SE. In
detail, this major brittle structure contains a considerable amount of spaced joint systems along which the
granodiorite was completely bleached by ﬂuid circulation.
Figure 10. Brittle structures in Serifos pluton. (a) Tectonic map showing steep fractures (modiﬁed after Lambrakis et al.
[2000]) with stereonets of macroscale fault planes and their kinematic indicators. (b and c) Stereonets showing two sets
of fractures. (d) Cross section in northeastern Serifos margin showing typical fracture systems observed in this sector.
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Along the northern margin, several centimeter- to decimeter-sized fracture systems crosscuts the
undeformed border facies of the granodiorite. Figure 10d includes a cross section of typical fracture
systems observed in this sector. Four kinds of fractures can thus be distinguished corresponding to either
spaced joints or conjugate normal faults to dextral strike-slip faults along which ﬂuids have bleached the
magmatic rock in a zone of up to several centimeters wide. They are usually ﬁlled with chlorite, epidote,
and carbonates. Even if some of them are steeply dipping and others are shallow dipping, their
slickensides trend approximately NW-SE with NNE-SSW trending extensional component (Figure 10d).
5. Microstructure and Anisotropy of Magnetic Anisotropy in the
Serifos Granodiorite
5.1. Microstructural Observations
Microstructural investigations within syntectonic plutons provide insights about the history of a continuous
deformation developed during pluton cooling and its subsequent unrooﬁng [Paterson et al., 1989]. This
method also gives useful information as to how both mesoscopic and magnetic fabrics should be
Figure 11. Microstructural features of typical investigated samples within the Serifos pluton (sample locations in the map
inset at lower right), see explanation in the text for more details. Bt = biotite, Kf = K-feldspar, Pl = Plagioclase, Qz = quartz.
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interpreted (see section 5.2 for AMS measurements). In this sense, a microstructural analysis was performed
in some key outcrops of the Serifos granodiorite except along the Aghios Sostis detachment where a detailed
microstructural study was already performed by Tschegg and Grasemann [2009]. Microstructural features of
typical investigated samples are summarized in Figure 11.
In the northern and central parts of the Serifos pluton, both ﬁne-grained and coarse-grained facies display
magmatic microstructures without any signiﬁcant solid-state overprint (Figure 11a). Mineral phases are
usually uniformly dispersed, and some weak undulatory extinction in anhedral, interstitial quartz grains is
quite common. Late brittle fracturing can be also observed, as in the whole pluton. At the southern
margin of the plutonic body, a moderate-preferred orientation of biotite is observed. In thin sections,
some biotite ﬂakes appear to be undeformed, whereas others are slightly bent and/or locally kinked.
Amphibole grains show scarce evidence of deformation, having sharp or slight undulose extinction. Quartz
with undulatory extinction and irregular grain boundaries are commonly found, together with smaller
independent new grains (Figure 11b). Approaching the southwestern margin, where an extensional shear
zone has developed, microfabric intensity signiﬁcantly increases. Bending, strong kinking, and
recrystallization are particularly common in biotite ﬂakes. Polycrystalline quartz aggregates with irregular
grain boundaries recorded a widespread recrystallization by subgrain rotation or grain boundary migration
(Figure 11c). K-feldspar and plagioclase grains locally display narrow recrystallized mantle. K-feldspar can
also exhibit marginal replacement by myrmekite [Simpson and Wintsch, 1989; Vernon, 1991]. Toward
Koutalas-Vaghia Bay, thin sections reveal a signiﬁcant grain size reduction of all mineral phases (Figure 11d).
Biotite is subjected to large ductile deformation and partial to complete transformation to aggregates. Mica
ﬁsh are common and record consistently a top-to-the-SW sense of shear (Figure 11e). Nucleation and growth
of new quartz and feldspar grains occur widely, visible in thin section, e.g., by the development of new ﬁne-
grained feldspar around cores of old grains (Figure 11d).
5.2. Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility
5.2.1. Methodology: Sampling and Measurements
Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) describes parameters of the magnetic susceptibility ellipsoid.
Magnetic fabrics are then often used to complement structural data recorded in the ﬁeld in weakly
deformed rocks and in localities where no mesoscopic features are observed [e.g., Bouchez et al., 1990;
Archanjo et al., 1994; Benn et al., 2001]. As the mesoscopic fabric is generally cryptic within the inner facies,
we use AMS (for reviews and basic principles of the method, see, e.g., Borradaile and Henry [1997], Bouchez
[2000], and Borradaile and Jackson [2010]) to reveal faint anisotropies in granodiorite subjected to
imperceptible tectonic imprints. We also use AMS to compare with ﬁeld data within the border facies.
A total of 28 sampling sites were drilled in the Serifos granodiorite: 15 sample sites in the inner facies and 13
in the border facies (see Figure 1b for locations). At each site, 3 to 14 samples (cylinder-shaped cores) were
analyzed. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility was measured with a kappabridge susceptometer [Jelínek
and Pokorný, 1997] at Institut des Sciences de la Terre d’Orléans (ISTO). A statistical analysis of the AMS data
was carried out using the ANISOFT package of programs [Jelínek, 1978; Hrouda et al., 1990]. Furthermore,
in order to understand the geological signiﬁcance of these measured magnetic fabrics, the identiﬁcation
of the main carriers that contribute to the magnetic signal was undertaken. The magnetic mineralogy was
investigated with the following methods: (1) the mean magnetic susceptibility (Km), (2) thermomagnetic
measurements (K(T) curves), and (3) hysteresis loops. Thermal magnetic experiments were performed at
Institut des Sciences de la Terre d’Orléans (ISTO, France) using a kappabridge susceptometer coupled to a
CS3 furnace and a pump-assisted cooling system. Samples were heated from room temperature to 700°C
and subsequently cooled down to 40°C. Resulting K(T) curves were treated with Cureval 8 software
(AGICO). Magnetic hysteresis loops were obtained with a homemade magnetic inductometer at Institut de
Physique du Globe de Paris (Saint-Maur, France).
5.2.2. Magnetic Mineralogy
Figure 12a shows the distribution of the mean magnetic susceptibility (Km expressed in μSI) deduced from
the laboratory measurements of the 28 sampling sites. Km displays a rather large range of values, from
203μSI to 21,200μSI. At ﬁrst glance, a broad correlation between petrographic facies type and Km
variations can be observed, with higher Km values from the granodioritic border facies (5690μSI to
21,200μSI) than those to the inner facies (230μSI to 8240μSI). Interestingly, all measurements within the
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border facies exhibit Km values larger than 5000μSI, a threshold beyond which the effect of paramagnetic
contribution can be considered insigniﬁcant in granitic rocks [e.g., Hrouda and Kahan, 1991]. This implies a
ferromagnetic behavior with the presence of magnetite-type minerals as main carriers of AMS. In contrast,
Km measurements from the inner facies deﬁne a more complex distribution: (1) 20% of sampling sites
reveal a Km less than 500μSI, usually attributed to the paramagnetic contribution such as Fe-bearing
silicates [e.g., Rochette et al., 1992; Bouchez, 2000]; (2) 20% with a ferromagnetic contribution
(Km> 5000μSI); and (3) 60 % of these sites fall in the Km range of 500–5000μSI, suggesting a combined
effect of both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic minerals.
In addition, thermomagnetic measurements widely reﬂect multimineral contributions. The resulting K(T)
curves can be ranked in three different groups according to the heating curve geometry. From the higher
to the lower Km value, one can recognize (1) heating curves with a sharp drop of the magnetic
susceptibility from 550°C to 580°C (Figure 12b), consistent with the Curie point (Tc) of magnetite at 580°C
[e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997]. A subsidiary decrease of the magnetic susceptibility from 600°C to 700°C
Figure 12. Magnetic mineralogy. (a) Histogram of the mean magnetic susceptibility values (Km). (b–d) Examples of
thermomagnetic curves (see text for explanations). (e and f ) Representative hysteresis loops showing the typical
shape for the ferromagnetic minerals. Paramagnetic corrections have been applied to the loops, but the uncorrected
loops are also shown in the inset. Hysteresis parameter values are also indicated with Mrs = saturation remanence,
Ms= saturation magnetization, Hcr = remanent coercivity, and Hc = coercivity of mineral. Hysteresis ratios (Mr/Ms and Hcr/Hc)
are characteristic of pseudosingle domain magnetite grains.
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can also be observed, indicating a
minor contribution of maghemite, an
oxidized magnetite (Tc=590–675°C
[Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997]). (2)
Ferromagnetic curves with an abrupt
decrease in magnetic susceptibility
from 350 to 420°C (Figure 12c) probably
due to the Curie point of Ti-poor
titanomagnetite (or titanomaghemite)
[e.g., Keefer and Shive, 1981], followed
by a sudden drop at 580°C (Tc
magnetite), and (3) heating curves with
a hyperbolic geometry suggesting that
the magnetic signal is controlled by
paramagnetic mineral phases [Hrouda,
1994]. In some case, this regular decay
is concealed above 400–500°C by a
weak peak in magnetic susceptibility (Figure 12d) caused by either a progressive unblocking of single-domain
ferromagnetic grains before the Curie point or a neoformation of magnetite from the iron existing in
paramagnetic mineral phases [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997].
Figures 12e and 12f exhibit hysteresis loops of two representative samples, one from the border facies
(Sample 03; Km=9530μSI) and one from the inner facies with low Km value (Sample 07; Km= 491μSI). A
paramagnetic correction was applied to the linear part of original loops (see upper left insets). The
induced magnetic moment varies from the order of 101 to 101μAm2/kg, which indicates a relatively
weak content of magnetic minerals within the granodiorite. Furthermore, the narrow-waisted loops and
the low-coercivity values for both specimens indicate that the ferromagnetic contribution is predominantly
carried by the magnetite. Ratios of hysteresis parameters Mr/Ms and Hcr/Hc also reveal a mean magnetic
grain size within the pseudosingle domain (PSD) range [Day et al., 1977; Dunlop, 2002a, 2002b].
To summarize, thermomagnetic measurements and hysteresis loops show that magnetic susceptibility vary
according to petrofacies type and the relative contents of ferromagnetic minerals (magnetite, maghemite,
and titanomagnetite) and paramagnetic maﬁc silicates (e.g., biotite and hornblende). In this study, P and T
parameters, usually used to describe the degree of AMS and the shape of the AMS ellipsoid, respectively
[Nagata, 1961; Jelinek, 1981], cannot constrain strain pattern because of mixed paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic mineralogy. As shown in Figure 13, a close correlation between P and Km can be observed,
with lower degrees of anisotropy within paramagnetic samples than those to the ferromagnetic samples.
5.2.3. Map-Scale Pattern of Magnetic Fabric and Comparison With Mesoscopic Fabric
Orientations of themagnetic foliation (deﬁned as the plane normal to K3) andmagnetic lineations (parallel to K1)
are illustrated as locality mean values on the maps (Figures 7a and 7b). In areas where both magnetic and
mesoscopic fabrics have been measured, orientations of magnetic foliation and magnetic lineation are
broadly consistent with structural ﬁeld observations. We consequently assume that the following map-scale
pattern can be presented and subsequently discussed.
At map scale, magnetic foliations together with mesoscopic foliations display an elliptic conﬁguration with
NE-SW directed long axis (Figure 7a). Note that these foliations throughout the pluton are fairly parallel to
the petrographic contacts. Importantly, along NE-SW cross section, the magnetic foliation dips moderately
to the NE close to the northeastern margin, becomes steeper in the core, and dips gently to the SW in the
southwestern margin of the pluton.
At map scale, magnetic lineations are homogeneously oriented with mesoscopic lineations and concordant
with the southwest directed stretching lineationmeasured along the Vaghia shear zone and the Aghios Sostis
detachment (Figure 7b). Toward the pluton core, lineations trend to the south with subvertical plunges that
become gentler at the southern and southwestern margins of the pluton where the trend is constantly
NE-SW. In contrast, lineations at the northeastern margin deﬁne a complex pattern. Two sets of lineation
trends have been recognized: (1) an abundant NE-SW family representing the continuity of the lineations
Figure 13. P(Km) diagram showing a broad correlation between P (degree
of anisotropy) and Km values due to the iron content of ferromagnetic
minerals and paramagnetic maﬁc silicates.
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found in the whole granodiorite; (2) locally, an E-W family is observed near the petrographic contact between
the inner and border facies.
6. Discussion
6.1. Evidence for a Continuum of Deformation in Serifos Pluton From Magmatic to Ductile/Brittle
Solid-State Conditions
Our new ﬁeld investigations, together with microstructural and AMS data, allow us to recognize a continuum
of deformation frommagmatic to brittle conditions within the Serifos pluton. This succession of deformation
events, entirely kinematically compatible with the top-to-the-SW shearing in host rocks, undoubtedly shows
the contemporaneity between the development of the WCDS and pluton emplacement. Moreover, following
the distribution of both microstructures and mesoscopic fabrics, it should be noted that the Serifos pluton
has undergone a localized southwestward gradient of shearing, leaving preserved magmatic fabrics in the
northern and central parts.
In the northern and central parts of the Serifos pluton, both the coarse-grained and ﬁne-grained facies
display a weak or indiscernible mesoscopic fabrics, and they show magmatic textures without any
signiﬁcant solid-state overprint. Consequently, we consider that the obtained magnetic fabric reﬂects
probably a magmatic fabric developed close to magma solidus [Vernon, 2000]. Both mesoscopic and
magnetic foliations display a well-deﬁned elliptic pattern carrying a NE-SW oriented long axis. These
foliations, fairly parallel to the wall-rock contact, may represent relics of emplacement-related fabric. More
speciﬁcally, the magmatic lineations measured in the central part are constantly oriented to the southwest
and concordant to stretching lineations observed in the host metamorphic rocks along the WCDS. This
observation leads us to interpret this fabric orientation as recording a synmagmatic ﬂow, tectonically
driven by the NE-SW regional extension. Conversely, E-W to NW-SE trending magnetic lineations have
been locally detected by AMS in the northeastern part of the pluton. The interpretation of such magnetic
lineations is not straightforward. In our case, this could be due to either physical or geological reasons: the
former being (1) the predominance of pseudosingle domain (PSD) magnetite grains that control AMS
signal could produce an abnormal fabric [Rochette et al., 1999]; (2) anisotropic distribution of
ferromagnetic particles [Hargraves et al., 1991]; (3) lack of mineral preferred orientation at some sample
sites, the latter being (4) emplacement-related magma ﬂow along E-W to NW-SE oriented tensional zones
whose direction of opening could be consistent with the NE-SW directed regional extension.
Overprinting of a constrictional deformation on the previous northeastern synmagmatic fabric can be
observed along the southern rim where the border facies displays a strongly prolate fabric, NE-SW
subhorizontal lineations, and locally LT solid-state microstructures. We further contend that the measured
constrictional fabric in this area could reﬂect a southwestward synmagmatic ﬂow which could be
incompletely overprinted by regional strain and tectonically driven by vertical shortening associated to the
NE-SW regional extension. As revealed by both ﬁeld and microstructural observations, the prolate fabric
was subsequently overprinted by a top-to-the-SW ductile shearing according to an upward and
southwestward gradient of shearing. The granodioritic fabric progressively evolves from weakly oblate to
strongly oblate, resulting into mylonites close to the SW directed Koutalas-Vaghia shear zone.
Along its eastern margin (Aghios Sostis Peninsula), the roof was affected by a low-angle normal fault
consistently compatible with a southwest directed extension. Structural observations show a diffuse strain
gradient in the footwall from undeformed granodiorite to LT ultramylonites below the detachment.
Tschegg and Grasemann [2009] had especially described dislocation climb in K-feldspar as well as
isochemical nucleation and growth of new grains of K-feldspar in ultramylonites, suggesting deformation
temperatures above 450–500°C at relevant strain rates [Passchier and Trouw, 2005, and references therein].
According to these results, since the pluton intruded the Cycladic Blueschists piercing the Meghàlo Livadhi
detachment whose shear deformation is well constrained to 300°C [Grasemann and Tschegg, 2012;
Dabrowski and Grasemann, 2014], the Aghios Sostis shear zone should have nucleated during the cooling
of the pluton and continued to develop afterward.
Finally, ductile/brittle to brittle, WNW-ESE striking, conjugate high-angle normal faults crosscut the whole
Serifos Island, including the granodiorite and the metamorphic host rocks. These faults suggest ongoing
NE-SW extension after ductile exhumation of the dome.
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6.2. Building of Detailed Cross
Section of Serifos Island
On the basis of our own ﬁeld study, we
propose a detailed NE-SW cross section
of Serifos Island, in which geometrical
relationships between the pluton, host
rocks, and major structures are high-
lighted (Figure 14).
The metamorphic dome and the grano-
diorite were exhumed below two
branches of a crustal-scale low-angle
normal fault system. The detachment
system is arched with northeast dip-
ping planes at Platy Gialos to the north
and southwest dipping planes at
Meghàlo Livadhi and Kàvos Kiklopas. It
provides evidence that the granodiori-
tic intrusion was coeval with an overall
updoming of the surrounding host
rocks before it perforated the lower
Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. A conti-
nuum from ductile to brittle conditions
and a stable top-to-the-SW shearing
shows the progressive exhumation of
the dome below the WCDS. The Kàvos
Kiklopas detachment was formed above
the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment, and it
was more localized. Extensional shear-
ing was also associated with exoskarn
and endoskarn mineralizations showing
hydrothermal circulations of ﬂuids dur-
ing intrusion and cooling of the pluton.
The NE-SW cross section thereby shows
a complete section of the pluton with
superﬁcial parts of the intrusion to the
north and deeper ones to the south.
The northern part shows a sharp intru-
sive contact with preserved magmatic
fabric, while the pluton was pro-
gressively affected by a top-to-the-SW
ductile shearing to the southwest rim,
gradually transformed into mylonites
or even ultramylonites at its easternmar-
gin. The marginal coarse-grained facies
of the granodiorite was thus dissected
by a series of ductile extensional shear
zones, kinematically and temporally con-
sistent with the development of theWCDS. These shear zones have been arched upward during later doming, but
they also cut the intrusion downsection toward the southwest. The deepest parts of the intrusion are also rich in
swarms of enclaves, dike-like monogenic swarms, and partially disaggregated synplutonic dikes. They have been
formed by magmatic mingling processes involving maﬁc magma intrusion within partially crystallized host
granodioritic magma. Field observations further show that their morphologies and their mesoscopic fabrics are
compatible with the fabric of both the host granodiorite and the metamorphic host rocks. The asymmetric
Figure 15. The 3-D views showing the tectonic scenario for the Serifos
pluton emplacement and its cooling in interaction with the WCDS (West
Cycladic Detachment System) during the Aegean crustal extension (see
explanation in the text for each stage).
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disaggregation of NW-SE striking subvertical synplutonic dikes could be explained by the pulling force to the
southwest of these synplutonic dikes during their injection within a general top-to-the SW noncoaxial ﬂow.
In areas where magmatic fabric is preserved without any ductile shearing overprint, especially west of Chora
and Livadhi villages, the coarse-grained facies shows steeply dipping foliations and N-S to NE-SW subvertical
lineations. The SL fabric could then represent in this case a subvertical magmatic ﬂow coming out of the
feeding zone. In the absence of direct information on the deep structure that gravimetry or drilling could
provide, we tentatively suggest that the Serifos pluton is an asymmetrical intrusion with a root zone offset
toward the north (Chora village). The deepest parts of the intrusionwithmagmatic inclusions have been dragged
southwestward along southwest dipping shear zones, while the magma was still unconsolidated and ultimately
sheared below theWCDS. A similar geometry was inferred for other plutons emplaced into zones affected by non-
coaxial shearing [Bouillin et al., 1993; Acocella and Rossetti, 2002; Kratinová et al., 2007; Denèle et al., 2011; Lehmann
et al., 2013; Laurent et al., 2015] and also modeled by Schulmann and Ježek [2012].
6.3. Tectonic Scenario for the Serifos Pluton Emplacement and Cooling
Intrusion, cooling, and internal deformation of the Serifos granodiorite were synchronous with southwestward
shearing along crustal-scale low-angle normal faults that evolved during the Miocene. Integrating existing data
and our new observations, we propose the following tectonic scenario of Serifos Island, which can be isolated
into four main stages from MCC development to granodiorite unrooﬁng during crustal extension (Figure 15).
1. The ﬁrst stage is related to greenschist retrogression that affected the two lower Cycladic units outcropping
on Serifos Island. In the Cyclades, LP-HT metamorphism has been interpreted as the result of Oligocene-
Miocene crustal-scale extension controlled by the southward fast retreat of the African slab from approxi-
mately 35–30Ma [Jolivet and Faccenna, 2000; Jolivet and Brun, 2010; Ring et al., 2010]. During this episode,
the change of stress regime is accompanied by a strong heating that led to partial melting of the lower
extending crust [Jolivet and Brun, 2010; Jolivet et al., 2010, 2013]; migmatite domes thus developed in the cen-
tral parts of the Aegean domain [i.e., Vanderhaeghe, 2004]. The upper crust recorded bivergent crustal-scale
boudinage leading to development of the Cycladic MCCs and associated northern and western detachment
systems [Lister et al., 1984; Gautier and Brun, 1994a; Jolivet et al., 2010; Grasemann et al., 2012].
On Serifos Island, extension and exhumation were accommodated by the upper Kàvos Kiklopas
branch and the lower Meghàlo Livadhi branch of the WCDS [Grasemann and Petrakakis, 2007;
Grasemann et al., 2012] with similar NE-SW oriented stretching lineation and southwest directed shear
sense. Observations of preserved earlier ENE-WSW oriented stretching lineation in a large part of the
island testify for a strongly localized deformation along these crustal-scale detachments, more localized
than along the NCDS or farther west along the WCDS. The earlier ENE-WSW directed stretching
lineation is indeed strongly overprinted by southwest directed shearing on Kea and well preserved on
Kythnos where the WCDS crops out [Iglseder et al., 2011; Grasemann et al., 2012]. On Serifos,
thermochronological data suggest that the overall cooling of the Cycladic Blueschists and the Cycladic
Basement Unit below approximately 450 ± 50°C [Villa, 1998] occured at approximately 15Ma (Rb/Sr
muscovite ages [Iglseder et al., 2009] and 40Ar/39Ar ages muscovite [Grasemann et al., 2012]). However,
the exact onset of ductile shearing along each detachment is unclear. On Kea and Kythnos Islands,
cooling ages suggest that ductile shearing along the WCDS was active between 21 and 13Ma and
between 26 and 20Ma, respectively [Schliestedt et al., 1994; Iglseder et al., 2011; Grasemann et al., 2012].
Taking into account structural observations, we assume that the MCC initiation and associated top-to-the-
SW shearing are due to a single detachment that migrated upward with time. This tectonic evolution can
be interpreted as the result of the interrelations between regional tectonics and the more local plutonic
intrusion. Southwest directed extensional shearing was ﬁrst localized along the lowermost Meghàlo
Livadhi detachment, leading to the Cycladic Basement Unit exhumation (Figure 15a). Furthermore, the
observation that a continuum of deformation from ductile to brittle conditions was recorded along the
Meghàlo Livadhi detachment shows that the whole system had already crossed the brittle-ductile
transition zone before it was perforated by the intrusion.
2. The second stage is marked by the Serifos pluton emplacement and associated dikes at shallow crustal level
above the brittle-ductile transition zone (approximately 8–12km depth [Stouraiti and Mitropoulos, 1999; St.
Seymour et al., 2009]). Between 11.6Ma and 9.5Ma (U/Pb zircon ages [Iglseder et al., 2009]), the Serifos pluton
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has intruded the MCC up to piercing the brittle/ductile Meghàlo Livadhi detachment (Figure 15b). The pluto-
nic body and associated dikes clearly crosscut both the Meghàlo Livadhi detachment and the regional preex-
isting metamorphic fabric. Most of the dikes are parallel with/or follow the NW-SE striking, brittle high-angle
normal faults, attesting for pluton emplacement at upper crustal depth. Contemporaneously, the granodiori-
tic intrusion radically altered the local temperature, reheating host rocks and inducing some ductile deforma-
tion. Southwest directed extensional shearing was thereby transferred upward in the crust along the more
localized Kàvos Kiklopas detachment, where high-strain was mainly accommodated by fewmeter thick ultra-
mylonitic marbles. The upward migration of the detachment due to intrusions is similarly recorded along the
NCDS in the islands of Tinos and Mykonos [Jolivet and Patriat, 1999; Jolivet et al., 2010].
3. Subsequently, pluton emplacement was followed by a rather fast cooling [Altherr et al., 1982; Iglseder et al.,
2009]. During the magmatic crystallization, both the coarse-grained (i.e., border facies) and ﬁne-grained
(i.e., inner facies) granitoids were affected in a short time by a synmagmatic extensional deformation
below the Kàvos Kiklopas detachment (Figure 15c). The large-scale structure of the pluton, especially its over-
all asymmetry, was entirely controlled by the top-to-the-southwest shearing associated with theWCDS, while
noncoaxial deformation localized, leading to the nucleation of narrow shear zones during pluton cooling.
4. After the complete crystallization of the pluton, the top-to-the-SW extensional deformation continued to
affect both the pluton and the metamorphic dome. Ductile shearing was increasingly localized with time
at the southwestern and eastern margins where the Vaghia and the Aghios Sostis shear zones developed,
leaving preserved magmatic fabrics at northern and central parts of the pluton. During the ﬁnal exhuma-
tion stage, series of ductile extensional shear zones that dissected both the pluton and the metamorphic
dome evolved through time into brittle detachments (Figure 15d). Afterward, NW-SE striking, conjugate
high-angle normal faults crosscut the whole Serifos Island. These structures suggest ongoing NE-SW
extension after ductile/brittle exhumation of the Serifos MCC. In this scenario, we assume that the end
of exhumation to the surface has been achieved by this set of steep normal faults and/or other unrooﬁng
mechanism such as erosion.
7. Conclusion
Serifos Island forms a well-suited example to study the interrelations between plutonic activity and localizing
events in the crust during MCC formation. Serifos Island, located in the western Cyclades (Greece), is
described as a MCC intruded by an I-type granodiorite at shallow crustal levels. This Miocene pluton had
intruded during the thinning of the Aegean Sea, and it was spatially connected to the activity of the
WCDS. Based on a structural ﬁeldwork, together with microstructural and AMS data, we have recognized a
continuum of deformation from magmatic to brittle conditions in the Serifos pluton during its cooling and
subsequent unrooﬁng, consistent with the top-to-the-southwest shearing recorded within host rocks.
Serifos pluton thereby shows a strong asymmetric architecture with preserved magmatic fabrics
northeastward and a southwestern margin sheared toward the south along the WCDS.
The existing data and our new observations made on Serifos Island thus lead to propose a tectonic scenario
for the Miocene pluton emplacement in extending crust, along the WCDS: (1) a ﬁrst stage corresponding to
the MCC initiation and associated ductile shearing along the lowermost Meghàlo Livadhi detachment; (2) a
second stage related to the Serifos pluton emplacement above the brittle-ductile transition, piercing
through the ductile/brittle Meghàlo Livadhi detachment. Intrusion inactivated the deeper branch, and the
southwest oriented extensional deformation migrated upward in the crust along the more localized Kàvos
Kiklopas detachment. (3) After pluton emplacement, the Serifos pluton recorded in short time span strain
localization resulting in shear zones nucleation during its cooling, and (4) their subsequent development
after the complete crystallization of the pluton. Continuum of deformation ﬁnally evolved to a brittle
regime during the later exhumation stage.
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